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April 9, 2022 

 
VIA EMAIL: @ http://www.en.kremlin.ru/contacts 

 

Vladimir Putin 

Kremlin, Moscow 

Russia 
 

Dear Vladimir, 
 

Re: Peace Proposal for a better World 

   
 

Greetings to the President of the largest country on the planet. 

 

It saddens my heart to learn that you are commanding an expedition which involves defacing the earth with 

your missiles and the atrocities by your troops on human life that are not short of war crimes. Please do not 

push the World back into the dark ages. 

I understand your indifference to human suffering partly owing to your services in the Russian Intelligence 

and partly due to your heritage; historically clans living in cold northern region such as the Vikings and the 

Mongols have been very ruthless in their expansion plans, which is very understandable because in the battle 

for the survival of the fittest they were left with an unfair disadvantage. But humans have evolved to a level 

that for an existence we can solely rely upon our cerebral cortex without even spending ATP on our muscle 

tissue. The quality of life has increased so dramatically that people live better life then kings from a century 

ago. 

I beg you to not wage a war against humanity as World War 3 will result in loss of life and resources of such 

a magnitude that if Russia is a winner, then your win will be akin to Napoleon’ invasion of Moscow and if 

you lose then you will witness your country as you witnessed it during dissolution of the Soviet Union.  

 

You are a great leader and still enjoy popularity of your people, please utilize the resources at your disposal 

for advancement of humanity rather than contributing to Global Warming. If you hold the theory that there is 

no Global Warming, please experiment by putting a clear plastic bag over your head and documenting your 

observation. That is a micro climate change; Science is just experimentation and Observation. 

Great Leadership is not in keep fighting an unwinnable battle, but in making Russia better than it was before 

this war. Please withdraw your troops, allocate your Capital from military expenditure to enhance Russia’s 

GDP and I hope history will be kind to you. 

 

Yours very truly 

(Signed electronically) 
 

Arshdeep Singh Dhillon 
ASD 

Encl. 
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